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Software Architect's Handbook: Become a successful software architect by implementing effective architecture conceptsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to exploring software architecture concepts and implementing best practices

	
		Key Features

		
			Enhance your skills to grow your career as a software architect
	
			Design efficient software architectures using patterns and best practices
	
			Learn...
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Quality Assurance for Dynamics AX-Based ERP SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2008
Dynamics AX is a next-generation ERP system that can be customized in any area to provide a competitive edge by facilitating ERP implementations that follow the time-proven processes being used by businesses. This ERP system not only provides additional flexibilities but also has some other unique features such as its layered customization...
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Goal/Question/Metric MethodMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	The original ideas for the Goal Question Metric Paradigm came from the need to solve a practical problem back in the late 1970s. How do you decide what you need to measure in order to achieve your goals? We (Dr. David Weiss and I) faced the problem when trying to understand the types of changes (modifications and defects) being made to a set...
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Beginning C# Object-Oriented ProgrammingApress, 2013

	It has been my experience as a .NET trainer and lead programmer that most people do not have trouble picking up the

	syntax of the C# language. What perplexes and frustrates many people are the higher-level concepts of object-oriented

	programming methodology and design. To compound the problem, most introductory programming books and...
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Mathematics, Computer Science and Logic - A Never Ending Story: The Bruno Buchberger FestschriftSpringer, 2013

	This book presents four mathematical essays which explore the foundations of mathematics and related topics ranging from philosophy and logic to modern computer mathematics. While connected to the historical evolution of these concepts, the essays place strong emphasis on developments still to come. 


	The book originated in a...
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C++ Programming: Program Design Including Data Structures, 6th EditionCengage Learning, 2012

	C++ PROGRAMMING: PROGRAM DESIGN INCLUDING DATA STRUCTURES, Sixth Edition remains the definitive text for the CS1/CS2 course sequence. D.S. Malik's time-tested, student-centered methodology uses a strong focus on problem-solving and full-code examples to vividly demonstrate the how and why of applying programming concepts and utilizing C++...
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Process Improvement Essentials: CMMI, Six SIGMA, and ISO 9001O'Reilly, 2006
Today, technology has become too much a part of overall corporate success for its effectiveness to be left to chance.  The stakes are too high.  Fortunately, the idea of 'quality management' is being reinvigorated. In the last decade process programs have become more and more prevalent. And, out of all the available options,...
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New Directions in Project Management (Best Practices)Auerbach Publications, 2001
Organizations that rely on computing technology for survival understand the critical importance of managing projects that meet strategic goals and objectives. The diversity of business globalization and electronic commerce combined with the unceasing pace of technical change continues to challenge efforts for more proficient project management...
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Handbook on Data Envelopment Analysis (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2011

	This handbook covers DEA topics that are extensively used and solidly based. The purpose of the handbook is to (1) describe and elucidate the state of the field and (2), where appropriate, extend the frontier of DEA research. It defines the state-of-the-art of DEA methodology and its uses. This handbook is intended to represent a milestone in...
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Intelligent Systems for Automated Learning and Adaptation: Emerging Trends and ApplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Intelligent Systems for Automated Learning and Adaptation: Emerging Trends and Applications presents methodologies, architectures, and approaches on experiential automated learning. This critical mass of sought after research assembles the most intriguing and innovative applications, advancements, and leading studies on the...
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The Concise Encyclopedia of StatisticsSpringer, 2006

	With this concise volume we hope to satisfy the needs of a large scientific community previously served mainly by huge encyclopedic references. Rather than aiming at a comprehensive coverage of our subject, we have concentrated on the most important topics, but explained those as deeply as space has allowed. The result is a compactwork...
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Despeckle Filtering Algorithims and Software for Ultrasound ImagingMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008

	It is well-known that speckle is a multiplicative noise that degrades image quality and the visual evaluation in ultrasound imaging. This necessitates the need for robust despeckling techniques for both routine clinical practice and teleconsultation. The goal for this book is to introduce the theoretical background (equations), the...
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